




below 5 psi, which still gives a comfortable 34 per cent 
theoretical power increase at top boost. 

Blower Operation 
The blower is driven by a special cog type belt that con

nects an engine pulley to the supercharger pulley. The engine 
pulley has fixed sheaves, while the distance between the 
sheaves of the blower pulley is controlled by a regulating 
piston located inside the blower. When the sheaves are close 
together, the belt rides high in the pulley, the effective 
diameter of the pulley is large, and the blower is driven at 
low speed. When the sheaves are far apart, the belt rides 
low, the effective diameter of the blower pulley is small, 
and blower speed is increased. 

A spring-loaded belt tensioner not only maintains the 
belt tension, but also tends to spread the sheaves of the 
blower pulley by .Pushing the belt between them. Thus, at 
idle, the belt rides at the bottom of the pulley; when the 

maximum manifold boost is reached, the governing mechan
ism must overcome the pressure exerted by the belt tensioner, 
and bring the sheaves closer together. This lowers boost 
pressure. On the other band, if the pressure drops below 
the required point, the governing mechanism is pushed 
back by the belt tensioner until a new balance point is 
reached. 

An input shaft within the blower is ·driven by the p1,Jlley, 
and the ratio between engine speed and blower input speed 
ranges from 1: 13 at "low blower" to 1: 23 at "high blower". 
At top engine speeds of around 5,000 rpm, the input shaft 
of the blower runs between 6,500 and 11,500 rpm. How
ever, these speeds are far too low to drive the impeller, which 
must turn at approximately 29,000 rpm to produce five 
pounds pressure. 

An ingenious ball drive provides the necessary multipli-
cation between the input shaft and impeller shaft. This sys- � 
tern is quite similar to a planetary gear train, with the ring � 

� Scrrbe marks on housing, 
� scroll cover to assure cor
rect reassembly, then unscrew 
the cover bolts-remove cover. 

3 Install impeller holder to
keep this unit from turn

ing while removing center bolt. 
Remove the impeller with puller. 

4 Remove spacer behind im

peller. Invert unit, clamp 
it to holding. fixture; remove 
center bolt from pulley (below). 
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5 With center bolt removed,
pull the front sheave of 

the pulley up and out of unit. 
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6 The rear sheave is removed
next. Then take out baf

fle at end of blower housing. 

7 Remove first circlip, then 
the baffle. Press down on 

piston, remove • inner circlip. 
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